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On Wednesday, 3rd July, the Library was delighted to
welcome Laura for her 9th visit to the school. Over the
years, we have watched Laura’s career flourish and have
always been proud to be a small part of her growing
success. During that time, Laura has developed from a
spoken word poet to international bestselling author with
her books translated into many different languages. Laura’s
“Darcy Burdock” series was shortlisted for the Waterstones
Children’s Book Prize in 2014. Her latest novel “Big Bones”
was nominated on the short list for the Carnegie Medal in
2018 and this year has been nominated for the YA Book
Prize, 2019.
Over the years, Laura’s involvement in school life has
included a three-day “Writer in Residence” stint in the
Library where students had the opportunity to talk in depth
to Laura both about the writing process and how publishing
works.
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Also, Laura has worked with the English and Drama
departments concentrating on confidence and stage
presence.
This year, however, our theme was “Creative Writing”.
During the morning, Laura gave a talk to year 7 in the
Conference Centre. The theme of the talks was loosely
based on Laura’s latest book, “Big Bones” and took the form
of a Q&A session. Laura started by saying that writing is her
full time job and that she writes a wide range of different
forms of writing from books, song lyrics, adverts to magazine articles. Like
most adults, Laura admitted to “winging it every day”. At school, she
struggled with spelling and grammar but never allowed that to stand in her
way. Asked who her favourite author was? “Roald Dahl!” she replied.
Without question, a huge influence on her writing.
After a welcome break for lunch, the students were able talk to Laura and
have their pre-purchased book signed. In the afternoon, the sessions moved
to the Library where Laura utilised the skills she has honed as a tutor for The
Guardian’s Creative Writing master classes. The joy of having Laura as our
visiting author is her willingness to work with older students and the first
session was with an A-level English group. Using a starter of “Free Writing”,
the students were encouraged to write for 10 mins without stopping to
break down any creative barriers, followed by a session describing a
significant object in their lives. Some fabulously creative pieces emerged.
Laura’s final session of the day was with some selected year 7 students.
The theme of the session was “Food and Culture”. The students were asked
to describe some of their favourite or least favourite food using their most
evocative language. A lively session ensued when the girls shared their
writing with the group.
Once again, another funny, empowering and thought-provoking visit,
enjoyed by both students and staff alike. Thank you, Laura!
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“Hi So Much” by Laura Dockrill
Book review submitted by Tami Adegunle, 7.5
A couple of weeks ago, one good friend of mine told me about a book that gives a modern and
exciting twist of taking the ‘Big Jump’, or doing the ‘Massive Transition’ to secondary school. I
had not read any of Laura Dockrill’s books before, so I was really excited. I eagerly anticipated
opening up a new book and reading something from a different author. I have nearly finished
year seven and I wanted to see how my experience of transitioning compared to those of
others.
The book started with, “Oh, and hi so much. I can’t believe I have not even started this book
and I am already in trouble” which is an unusual way to start a book and is page turner. The
book, ‘Hi So Much’, is a sequel to a series that I had not come across before, so after reading ‘Hi
So Much’, I went on and read the rest of the series. It is actually about an 11 year old girl called
Darcy. She is about to transition into secondary school, or ‘Big School’ as she calls it and she is
absolutely petrified. I could not really understand how she was feeling at that time, but now I
have successfully transitioned, I get what she meant. I remember that day like a brand new pair
of shoes. I arrived on time and I wandered throughout the school, not really knowing where to
go, quite anxious for my first class. I was so embarrassed when another student came to me
and led me back outside, where I spotted a few others who were in my form. Nine months on
and even now, I am still daunted at the size of our school. With an imaginative mind, spirit and
soul, she is the ideal confident character in the book. She is the one who really had a vivid
picture of what ‘Big School’ would be like. She loves to express herself through creative writing
and drawing. Darcy had the sense of innocent bluntness that you would expect a girl of 11
years old. She makes her points clear like when she said, ‘I know it’s bad, but I hope we don’t
see any blood today’, and she obviously loves to laugh, like when she finds out her neighbour’s
actual name is Cyril Flakes, and then teasing her sister because she doesn’t understand it
straight away. Her face is always buried in a book or her pet lamb, Lambert who runs away at
one point during the book.
My point is, Laura Dockrill has, very successfully, captivated the minds of children
everywhere and she has really captured the character of Darcy Burdock. This author knows
what she’s doing!

Want to write an article for the next newsletter?
Whatever you choose to write about, whether it’s about a book
or film, an interview, a hobby, an event here at WHSG or just student life,
send your article in document form (not a PDF) to library@whsg.info. Make
sure you include your full name and form.
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WHSG Library launches
book award shortlist 2019
In 2018, the Library launched its first bespoke WHSG Book Award
with an initiative to engage students with contemporary award
winning books. In the previous year, a small group of students
participated in the Essex Books Award (EBA). However this was
limited in its reach and we wanted to run a more inclusive event.
This year we are launching our second book award with the acronym
REV (Read, Engage, Vote).
After looking at books shortlisted by other prestigious YA book
awards, we settled on a list of eight books with the aim of providing
something for everyone, across all year groups, interests and genres.
Every book was published in either 2018 or 2019.
As last year, we set up a Google Classroom page as a platform for
voting (code vp6gxs). Voting opened in July (vote for your favourite
book) and will close on 29th November, 2019. The winning book will be
announced during the final assembly at the end of the autumn term by
Dr Hayman and prizes will be awarded for the competitions.
Google Classroom will also have links to YouTube videos, interviews
with authors and various announcements about competitions, closing
dates, etc.

Join
Google
Classroom
now!
Code:

vp6gxs

Follow your favourite author on social media and post your comments
using the hashtags #whsgbookaward2019 #whsglibrary
#todayisagooddaytoread

R ead

Read We have shortlisted eight books for you to enjoy

E ngage

Engage Use social media to engage with the authors. Let

V ote

Vote Google Classroom code: vp6gxs
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across a range of interests and genres.

them know how much your enjoyed their books.
Enter the competitions…there will be prizes!

Join now to vote for your favourite book!
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The Shortlist
The Poet X, by Elizabeth Acevedo
Xiomara has always kept her words to herself. When it comes to standing her ground in
her Harlem neighbourhood, she lets her fists and her fierceness do the talking. But X has
secrets - her feelings for a boy in her bio class, and the notebook full of poems that she
keeps under her bed. And a slam poetry club that will pull those secrets into the
spotlight. Because in spite of a world that might not want to hear her, Xiomara refuses to
stay silent. A slam poetry novel, about finding your voice and standing up for what you
believe in, no matter how hard it is to say.
acevedowrites

@AcevedoWrites

Goodbye Perfect, by Sara Barnard
When I was wild, you were steady…Now you are wild – what am I? Eden McKinley knows
she can’t count on much in this world, but she can depend on Bonnie, her solid, steady,
straight-A best friend. So it’s a bit of a surprise when Bonnie runs away with a guy Eden
knows nothing about five days before the start of their GCSEs. And it’s the last person she
would have expected. Sworn to secrecy and bound by loyalty, only Eden knows Bonnie’s
location, and that’s the way it has to stay. There’s no way she’s betraying her best friend.
Not even when she’s faced with police questioning, suspicious parents and her own
growing doubts. As the days pass and things begin to unravel, Eden is forced to question
everything she thought she knew about the world, her best friend and herself.
saramegan87
@saramegan

The House With The Chicken Legs, by Sophie Anderson
Marinka dreams of a normal life, but her house has chicken legs and moves on without
warning. For Marinka’s grandmother is Baba Yaga, who guides spirits between this world
and the next. Marinka longs to change her destiny and sets out to break free from her
grandmother’s footsteps, but her house has other ideas…
sophieandersonauthor
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The Shortlist
Things A Bright Girl Can Do, by Sally Nicholls
Through rallies and marches, in polite drawing rooms and freezing prison cells and the
poverty-stricken slums of the East End, three courageous young women join the fight for the
vote. Evelyn is 17, and though she is rich and clever, she may never be allowed to follow her
older brother to university. Enraged she is expected to marry her childhood sweetheart rather
than be educated, she joins the Suffragettes, vowing to pay the ultimate price for women’s
freedom. May is 15, and already sworn to the cause, though she and her fellow Suffragists
refuse violence. When she meets Nell, a girl who’s grown up in hardship, she sees a kindred
spirit. Together and in love, the two girls start to dream of a world where all kinds of women
have their place. But the fight for freedom will challenge Evelyn, May and Nell more than they ever could
believe. As war looms, just how much are they willing to sacrifice?

nicholls9417

@Sally_Nicholls

Happy Girl Lucky, by Holly Smale
Introducing The Valentines…Happy Girl Lucky, the first book in the hilarious new romanticcomedy series. Fame - it runs in the family! The Valentine sisters – Hope, Faith and Mercy
– have everything: fame, success, money and beauty. But what Hope wants most of all is
love, and it doesn’t matter how far she has to go to find it. Except real life isn’t like the
movies. Unless of course you’re a Valentine…
holsmale
@HolSmale

White Rabbit Red Wolf, by Tom Pollock
A taut thriller about murder, maths and the mind. Peter Blankman is afraid of everything and
must confront unimaginable terror when his mother is attacked. Seventeen-year-old Peter
Blankman is a maths prodigy. He also suffers from severe panic attacks. Afraid of everything,
he finds solace in the orderly and logical world of mathematics and in the love of his family:
his scientist mum and his tough twin sister Bel, as well as Ingrid, his only friend. However,
when his mother is found stabbed before an award ceremony and his sister is nowhere to be
found, Pete is dragged into a world of espionage and violence where state and family secrets
intertwine. Armed only with his extraordinary analytical skills, Peter may just discover that
his biggest weakness is his greatest strength.
thjpollock
@tomhpollock

A Skinful Of Shadows, by Frances Hardinge
When a creature dies, its spirit can go looking for somewhere to hide. Some people have
space inside them, perfect for hiding. Makepeace, a courageous girl with a mysterious
past, defends herself nightly from the ghosts which try to possess her. Then a dreadful
event causes her to drop her guard for a moment. And now there’s a ghost inside her. The
spirit is wild, brutish and strong, but it may be her only defence in a time of dark suspicion
and fear. As the English Civil War erupts, Makepeace must decide which is worse:
possession – or death.
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Sometimes, you need a bit of help when choosing a book. It is all too easy to read the same sort of
book, it is safe and comforting. However, sometimes, it is good to try something different, read outside
your comfort zone. For those of you who would benefit from a bit of guidance, here is a quick guide to
some common genres. So go on, give it a go……….because you do not know what you like until you try!

A

is for Adventure

Adventure fiction is fiction that usually presents
danger or gives the reader a sense of excitement. If
you are looking for adventure, try Ally Carter’s
GALLAGHER GIRL spy series, the CHERUB books by
Robert Muchamore or Sophie McKenzie’s BLOOD
TIES series. For something more classic, try “The
Lord of the Flies “by William Golding or “The Jungle
Book” by Rudyard Kipling.

B

C

is for Crime

Anne Cassidy’s “Looking for JJ”
series tackles the theme of
adolescent crime and its
effects. Her “Murder Notebook”
series is perfect for aspiring
teen readers of crime. Another
crime writer who deals with
forensic science is Malcolm
Rose. Meanwhile, don’t forget
the most famous detectives of
all – Sherlock Holmes and Agatha
Christie’s Hercule Poirot.

is for Baudelaire

If you are looking for Gothic style fiction for
teens, look no further than the story of the
Baudelaire children in “The Series Of
Unfortunate Events” by Lemony Snicket.
This is a series of thirteen novels written by
American author Daniel Handler under the
pen name Lemony Snicket. The books follow
the turbulent lives of Violet, Klaus, and Sunny
Baudelaire. Characterised by Victorian Gothic
tones, the books are noted for their dark
humour and sarcastic storytelling. For
something more mature and scary, try
“Frankenstein” by Mary Shelley or “Dracula”
by Bram Stoker.
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D

is for Dystopian

Dystopian fiction...the genre of
the moment! “Dystopia” roughly
means a futuristic, postapocalyptic world where injustice
is everywhere and life is pretty
horrific. Popular recent books (and
films) include “The Hunger Games”
by Suzanne Collins, “Divergent” by
Veronica Roth and “The Maze Runner”
by James Dashner. However dystopian
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literature is not new. In the
twentieth century, novelists have
used the genre to promote political
warnings. George Orwell’s “Nineteen
Eighty Four”, spoke of a future of
government surveillance and
censorship. It also brought many
terms into everyday speech-“Big
Brother” and “Room 101”, and has
widely influenced popular culture in
general. For other titles in this
genre try “Lord Of The Flies” by
William Golding and “The Handmaid’s
Tale” by Margaret Attwood.

E

is for Evil

This, of course, is not a genre in itself.
However, a lot of the best books have, at their
core, an evil “something” that has to be
beaten. Think of Voldemort in the “Harry
Potter” books or Miss Trunchbull in “Matilda”
by Roald Dahl. The hero/heroine normally has
to overcome the terrible threat posed by the
monster or person. The “Adventure”, “Science
Fiction” and “Crime” genres are dominated by
these themes. Horror stories are full of evil
beings. For great examples of evil, try The
White Witch in “The Chronicles Of Narnia” by
C.S. Lewis, Captain Hook in “Peter Pan” by
J.M. Barrie, Sauron in “The Lord of the Rings”
by J.R.R. Tolkien.
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F

is for Fantasy

Fantasy is a genre, often inspired by real
world myth and folklore. Its roots are in
oral traditions, which then became
literature and drama. Most fantasy uses
magic or other supernatural elements as
a main theme or setting. Magical
creatures are common in many of these
worlds. There are a plethora of sub
genres! To name a few: there’s epic
fantasy (usually very traditional and
Tolkien-esque), dark fantasy (which mixes
in horror or grim themes), grimdark
(employing a dystopian element in the
world or plot), steampunk (a mix of
fantasy and Victorian, clockwork, and
steam elements), arcanepunk (a blend of
science fiction and fantasy), historical
fantasy (incorporating magic into
historical fiction, often mixed with the
‘sword and sorcery’ subgenre), and lastly,
urban fantasy (which blends the ideas of
magic and myth with modern day
worlds).
The list of titles available is almost
endless. Type in “Fantasy” into the
Library catalogue and the world is your
hairy-footed beast!
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G

is for Gender

Society as a whole is slowly becoming much
more open about issues of gender and young
adult fiction is definitely leading the way in
terms of representing alternative sexualities
and gender experiences.
Gender nonconformity has always been around
in society but remained a somewhat taboo
subject. Now the issue is becoming more widely
acknowledged, encountered more frequently in
conversation, and this shift is partly due to the
increasing number of novels that represent
characters who identify like this. Novels such as
Lisa Williamson in “The Art of Being Normal”
which challenge gender stereotypes as opposed
to writing a character who rejects the gender
binary altogether. David Walliams’ “The Boy
In A Dress” deals with joys and trials of
nonconformity. “Release” by Patrick Ness is a
coming of age story which deals with themes of
sexuality and shame, and feeling at ease in your
own skin. The Library has a wide range of fiction
and non-fiction covering all aspects of wellbeing
and sexual health. Search “Social Issues “in the
“Visual Search” section on the catalogue for the
full range.
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H

If you like to be frightened, scared, disgusted
or startle by your fiction, then this is the
genre for you!
Horror is frequently supernatural, although
not always. Often the central menace of a
work of horror fiction can be interpreted as
a metaphor for the larger fears of a society.
Horror fiction developed from the gothic
tradition of the nineteenth century. The
influential characters that were written then
are still influential in horror fiction today.
Mary Shelley’s “Frankenstein” and Bram
Stoker’s “Dracula” still endure as sublime
examples of the genre.
For more modern tastes, Darren Shan is a
prolific writer of horror fiction. His latest
series “ZOM-B” concentrates on ….yes you
guessed correctly… a zombie takeover!
Michael Grant’s “Gone” series tells the story
of a small town in southern California where
all the adults have disappeared and no one
knows why.
For the ultimate writer of supernatural
fiction, look no further than the American
author Stephen King. His most famous books
are probably “It”, “The Shining” and “Carrie”,
all of which were made into blockbuster
movies.
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is for Horror

What is empathy?
Empathy is defined as the ability to sense other people’s
emotions, coupled with the ability to imagine what
someone else might be thinking or feeling.
Everyone is born with the ability to
empathise and it is used in a variety
of situations, from reading a book,
to watching the effects of a natural
disaster or war on TV, or helping a friend
in distress.
‘Walk in their Shoes’ was the title of
our display in June to focus on the plight
of world refugees and books written to
highlight their stories.
In 2018, according to the UN High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR),
there were 69 million refugees in the
world. To put that into perspective that is
more people than the UK’s total
population for 2019 (66,959,016).

‘Before you judge a man,
walk a mile in his shoes.’
Empathy forms a vital part of good
citizenship and is something greatly
enhanced by reading.
When we try to walk in someone else’s
shoes, we gain an insight into their life
and their world, which helps us ‘to step
out of our bubble and make new
connections with each other’, increasing
our understanding and tolerance.
University studies in the UK and the
USA have shown ‘that fiction tricks our
brains into thinking we are part of the
story. The empathy we feel for characters
wires our brains to have the same
sensitivity towards real people’.
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When authors write from
personal experience, their writing is
powerful because it is heartfelt and
evokes strong feelings in others.
True stories, particularly ones
dealing with ‘being different’ or
difficult social issues provide the
language, vocabulary and
understanding for us to
communicate our feelings and
beliefs effectively.
However, empathising with a
character is not limited to true
stories.
Fans of fiction writers such as
J.K. Rowling or Jane Austen find
they can totally immerse themselves
in a book almost to the point of
reality. Fanzines, blogs and vlogs all
exist to discuss the merits of books,
characters, plotlines and future
novels, with contact with authors on
social media influencing the future
direction writers’ protagonists take.
When a book is adapted for TV, film
or the stage, characters emerge
from the page to become fullyfleshed people, eliciting deeplyemotional responses from their
audience.
Another way the ability to
empathise further increases occurs
when we share our lives with a pet.
After all, who can resist puppy dog

eyes or a playful kitten? Enjoying the
unconditional love of a pet, particularly as a
child, teaches us important life lessons
about responsibility, love and caring for
others. This is why we feel pain and anxiety
when we hear about animal cruelty or the
death or our beloved companion.

‘Having pets does increase
your capacity to love.’
Jacqueline Wilson
Animals, and most particularly dogs,
live in the moment and are happiest in our
company. So, what could be better than
snuggling up with your pet (unless it’s a
fish of course!) and reading a book? Pets
love to be read to. But what is the benefit
to us? Because they listen without
judgement. They don’t care if we stumble
over a word or cry because our favourite
character’s life is not working out how we
would like it to. They just love to be with
us, to hear our voice…the ultimate feelgood factor.
Jacqueline Wilson, an ambassador for
Battersea Dogs & Cats Home, has written
many books containing animals. In fact,
she says the ‘saddest letters and emails I
get are from kids who have lost a pet…it
can feel like the end of their world.’

Feeling empathy for others is
a win–win for all concerned and a benefit
to society as a whole as we gain
understanding, tolerance and acceptance.
So the next time you are reduced to
tears reading a book or laugh out loud at
the antics of one of the characters, just
remember, you are truly multitasking:
feeding your imagination, firing your
brain’s synapses leading to cognitive
development and growing as a citizen.

Sources: ‘Lost for words? How reading can teach children empathy’, The Guardian, 13.05.2015.
Jacqueline Wilson interview, My VIP magazine, Pets At Home, December 2018, pp.17–20.
www.empathylab.uk/2019-read-for-empathy-collections, accessed 01.05.19.
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National Poetry Day 2019
Celebrates 25 years
This year’s theme is Truth.
Students were invited to submit
poems for the competition, which
could perhaps have told the truth
about something that mattered to
them, delivered a home truth, or –
maybe – have told a big lie.
The entries will be judged by the
English department and there will
be a lunchtime recital on
Wednesday 3rd October before the
winner is announced.
A full update on the winners will
be printed in the spring 2020 issue
of Library Times.
Watch out for posters about
poetry closure date, the
lunchtime recital and prize
announcement.

Refugees
by Brian Bilston
They have no need of our help
So do not tell me
These haggard faces could belong to you
or me
Should life have dealt a different hand
We need to see them for who they really
are
Chancers and scroungers
Layabouts and loungers
With bombs up their sleeves
Cut-throats and thieves
They are not
Welcome here
We should make them
Go back to where they came from
They cannot
Share our food
Share our homes
Share our countries
Instead let us
Build a wall to keep them out
It is not okay to say
These are people just like us
A place should only belong to those who
are born there
Do not be so stupid to think that
The world can be looked at another way

(now read from bottom to top)
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Answer on page 15
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The Library
Online Catalogue
Welcome to the Library’s home page. The Library catalogue can be accessed in
school by typing “Library” into the search bar. Then click on “Library Online”.
Alternatively, to access the catalogue from any other device, enter the following
address into any search engine – http://aiscloud.uk/wst13/#!dashboard. A link is
also available from the school website.

Searching for books and other resources is easy. Specially selected reading lists
are readily available from the “Quick Lists” option and resources
helpful for your studies can be quickly found via the “Visual Search”.
By logging on using your normal logins, you can reserve books, write
reviews and much more. Further information can be found in and
around the Library.
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Thoughts from us…
As librarians, it goes without saying that we
are always trying to promote reading. But just
what does that mean for us as adults? Are
they empty words, or are we avid readers and
truly enjoy reading? Answer? YES!!!
It might surprise you to know that reading
the books we promote is part of our job;
some we enjoy, some we don’t. But that’s
life, and it will be the same for you. And that’s
fine. But, what we understand more than
anything are the benefits derived from the
pages of a good book – relaxation and
pleasure. So reading isn’t just our job, it’s our
passion and pleasure.
Reading textbooks and required reading
might not be your idea of fun, but is
necessary, even if you might see it as a chore.
Reading for pleasure on the other hand is
something quite different. This is where we
can take some time out of our day and escape
to another world or time. Quite simply, it’s
‘me’ time.
So the next time you catch yourself
scrolling through social media, ‘liking’ things
you don’t really ‘like’, why not put your phone
on silent on the other side of the room and
instead immerse yourself in a good read? You
might just enjoy it!
The diagram below shows how many areas
of our brain are stimulated when we read.

‘Catch Me Reading’ prize draw

Dr Hayman presented Rosine Achandil, 8.5, with a £10
Amazon voucher as the winner of the ‘Catch Me Reading’
summer draw. Congratulations!

‘Catch Me Reading’ is a literacy initiative in which
students are entered into a termly prize draw if
they are ‘caught’ reading during break or
lunchtime. The lucky winner receives a £10
Amazon voucher.
Winners for the last academic year were:
Christmas 2018: Freda Bulem, 9.4 and Easter
2019: Chloe Fiandaca, 7.1.

Source: MD-Health.com

Boxed quote answer
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THE LIBRARY

Please take
conversations
outside

Switch
mobile
phones to
silent mode

Do not
bring food
into the
Library

…….or drinks
apart from
water

Thank you
Use your Library, you’ll miss it
when you leave!
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